
From my point of view, whether I’m drawing a picture of four 
clusters or 40 it’s all largely the same process. You don’t look 
at it as, ‘This is the biggest gig in the world.’ I just looked at it 
as ‘How do I make this as good as it can possibly be?’ That 
probably sounds a bit weird or pretentious but I don’t think you 
can approach it any other way. Also, the fact that there were so 
many familiar faces helped quite a bit. Sure, we were in Greece, 
but many of the people I dealt with day to day were Australian. 
[See our Australian Honour Board for more.]

Dual Redundancy Package
CH: Given the system you spec’ed needed to incorporate key 
items of gear in the 

Norwest inventory, like the EAW KF860s and the Yamaha 
PM1D, how close was your spec to an ‘ideal’?
SW: Extremely close. The EAW KF860s that we used for the 
ground-based system were slightly older loudspeakers than we’d 
normally like to use on this scale of event, but the 860 is the only 
speaker that’s tailor-made for ground-stacking in pairs – you’re 
achieving enough vertical coverage while still exhibiting some 

pattern control.
CH: Okay, that’s the ‘old’ technology working for you. What 
recent advances in technology made your life a lot easier in 
Athens?
SW: In a word: Lake. The reason the loudspeaker system 
worked as well as it did was thanks entirely to Lake Technol-
ogy and the processing that’s available in those Contour units. 
And apart from the processing, the part the Contours played 
in ensuring a completely dual-redundant system was invalu-
able. It’s in the redundancy considerations that Lake, Yamaha 
[with its PM1D and PM5D consoles], and Optocore [fibre-based 
network system] really shone. The design of the system was such 

that everything in the control system had a secondary 
backup. There were two PM1Ds, two PM5Ds, two replay 
systems, two sets of radio mic receivers… all of the 
Shoeps lectern microphones had a dual capsule etc etc.
CH: What was it about the Contours that helped with 
the dual-redundancy?
SW: We set up the primary consoles to deliver digital 
audio to the loudspeaker controllers and the secondary 
consoles to deliver analogue audio to the controllers. 
So if either the primary PM1D or 5D went down we 

needed to seamlessly switch to the backup 
board. I asked Lake to build me a highly 
visible button that would allow us to force the 
Contours into analogue input mode in case 
of a surface lock up. The Contours already 
have a digital-to-analogue auto-switching 
function that switches the system in the 
event of the primary DSP1D going down, 
but I wanted a manual over-ride to force the 
switch if the primary control surface locked 
up. To Lake’s credit, they put that together 
very quickly and it worked f lawlessly. The 
switch between the primary and secondary 
systems was completely inaudible – quite 

amazing. Thankfully we didn’t need to use it on 
the night.
CH: Can you tell me some more about Optocore?
SW: It’s a digital audio transport system. It’s the 
same protocol that Digico’s D5 uses between the 
control surface and the input racks. In our case we 
used Optocore’s DD32 and X6 products to deliver 
the processed loudspeaker feeds to the amplifiers 
and to collect the field of play inputs and return 
them to FOH. It’s a dual loop, it’s fibre-based, 
everything has dual power supplies in it. It’s an 
excellent product.
CH: And given current technology, did you go 

digital as much as you could?
SW: We were one step away. The next step is to have the 
loudspeaker controllers at the amp racks. So you would go 
digital out of the console, straight into Optocore, digital to the 
amp racks, out of Optocore – still digital – into the loudspeaker 
controllers and the controllers would act as the D/A convert-
ers, delivering the audio to the amps. It would have been cost 
prohibitive for these games but it’s certainly the aim for future 
projects of this scale.

I
f you saw any of the Olympics then you’re bound to 
have seen that Smiths Crisps advertisement. 
You know the one: the husky Greek worksite 

guys breaking open their lunchboxes and getting 
into their potato chips, only to be interrupted by 
the start of an athletics event. The coup de grace, 
of course, is the poor geezer tripping over the 
wheelbarrow.

I doubt if Scott Willsallen has seen the commercial 
– after all, there was the small matter of being in 
Athens as the audio director for the Olympic opening 
and closing ceremonies – and while I’m sure he’d 
hate for me to overstate the parallels 
with the chip ad, from all accounts 
there was more than a grain of truth 
there…
Scott Willsallen: When I first saw 
the stadium, parts of it were fine 
while other parts looked like a bomb 
had gone off. The field of play was 
covered with mountains of rocks 
and dirt. The seating bowl was just 
concrete – the actual seats and the 
mountings for the seats weren’t there. 
The screens were in the process of 
being dismantled, there was no roof, 
the place looked like a mess. That didn’t bother 
me too much – I’ve done a lot of contracting and 
I know what a building site looks like. To design 
a system off plans is something I’m used to and 
to walk into a building that’s half built is quite 
normal for me.
Christopher Holder: So at no time did you 
think: ‘there’s no way they’re going to finish 
this in time’?
SW: No, I never thought that. Not to say 
I wasn’t prepared for the worst. I had two 
system designs up my sleeve. One was a 
ground-based system with a f lown system for the upper bowl, 
which was the one we used. The other design that never saw the 
light of day had everything on the ground. So I had options – I 
wasn’t really fussed.
CH: Tell me about the tender process. You obviously had a 
good idea of what you needed to get the job done.
SW: Chris [Kennedy, head of Norwest] left the design largely up 
to me. Of course, there were commercial decisions that needed 
to be kept in mind. It was a Norwest proposal, so to keep the 
tender competitive I needed to spec gear that was appropriate 
to Norwest’s inventory. But Chris is no slouch when it comes to 

design, so during completion 
we bounced ideas off each 
other to reach the final design.
CH: After the tender was accepted did the enormity of what you 
were embarking on sink in?
SW: No, to be honest. It didn’t really. Even when I arrived in 
Athens it didn’t really sink in. We had the bump in, but that just 
felt like any other bump in – although it just kept on going and 
going, for days and days. I guess when the rehearsals started to 
kick off I got an inkling.

Opening Ceremony Sound
Building sites and Bjork, spreadsheets and souvlaki… The Australian opening and closing ceremonies’ audio 
director, Scott Willsallen, gives Christopher Holder an insight into how to prepare for and oversee the biggest gig on 
the planet. Let the games begin.

(Top) “Andrew Rodd with one complete 
McCauley MLA3 seven-element array ready 
for transportation to the upper bowl for 
installation.” (Middle, with Scott Willsallen 
pictured) “Even four-channel consoles 
have a place in Olympic technology. The 
rack is a duplex comms system for Eros 
(the aerialist).” (Right) “Ian Baldwin (Project 
Manager) discusses logistics with our Greek 
installation team.”

(Top) “Taken at around 1AM on the night of 
the opening ceremony. This shot contains all 
of the audio crew.” (Middle) “Ian Cooper with 
one of the 16 McCauley MLA3 Loudspeaker 
Arrays just prior to lift-off.” (Left) "FOH 
engineer, Ian Shapcott right at home behind 
two Yamaha PM1Ds."



Moving Target
CH: You talk about just getting on with the job despite 
the fact that building work was running late. But 
surely it’s hard to set up a system when you don’t even 
know what the structure looks like in the flesh?
SW: That’s not so bad. But what was difficult was 
that no one could supply me with a 3D model of the 
building prior to completion, and the CAD drawings 
weren’t detailed enough, so there was a little bit of 
guesswork involved in the design. When the roof 
finally rolled into position I threw the plans away and 
walked around with a laser range-finder to figure out 
what the actual distances were. After crunching the 
new numbers my original design wasn’t far off. I had to 
move the four f lown corner clusters five metres each 
but everything else was pretty much spot on.
CH: And did it sound any good?
SW: It was a pretty good space actually – it had a low 
reverb time given the size. The roof was nice and high 
and on a funny angle, so the energy that came back 
was quite diffuse. Even underneath in the lower bowl 
– where you’re under the top tier of seating – sounded 
quite good. The architectural acoustics favoured the 
style of reinforcement that we did, so we were quite 
fortunate in that respect.
CH: And were you happy with where they’d put the 

front of house mix position?
SW: Socially, it was a very nice spot! You were right 
there in the thick of the action, and it was convenient. 
But from the point of view of being able to sit behind a 
console and listen to what you’re doing… it was average 
at best. But it was secure, and that was probably the 
main thing. When you consider that we had $500,000 
worth of consoles sitting out when there was still con-
struction work going on, it was a sensible spot.
CH: Tell me about the musical cues for the night. Did 
they arrive in a well-organised manner?
SW: The music was quite late right the way through. 
When we received a cue, the time we had was spent 
mixing it, and programming it up. And that was a tricky 
process because we were competing with workmen 
cutting up steel with angle grinders, within 10 metres 
of you! That sort of stuff was a little bit frustrating, but 
everyone kept their cool. It was a real testament to the 
guys. No one f lipped out, or beat anyone over the head 
with a mic stand. Everyone took it as: ‘this is as good as 
it gets, we’ll battle on… when those guys go home we’ll 
check what we’ve done.’
CH: What were you using for playback?
SW: Two identical Pyramix systems, for redundancy’s 
sake. We used custom PCs from Rob Hindley (MCS) in 
Sydney. They were the best thing for the job… wouldn’t 
use anything else. The system was solid as a rock. 
Trevor Beck, who was the replay engineer, tried his 
heart out to make it crash. But he couldn’t do it. Even 
stupid things like ripping out a hard drive while it was 
being accessed. He still couldn’t make it crash. Pyramix 
is something special.
CH: And the vast bulk of the music was pre-recorded 
I imagine?
SW: Yes it was.
CH: Including the adorable Bjork, I guess?
SW: That’s right. But she was great. She was really 
quite down to earth, incredibly f lexible, and not really 
fussed about what she heard in her in-ears as long as 
she could hear something. I had some people ask if 
they could hear the song [they were miming to] in their 
ear just before they ran out onto the stadium… just so 
they could ‘get the right key’. What for? You’re miming! 

More Equipment Highlights
Yamaha: “Was it a risk using the first PM5D off the production line? Noooo. This 
is Yamaha we’re talking about. Nothing breaks from Yamaha! They probably had 
a completed 5D on the bench two years ago!”
Optocore: “Mark Westler came from Optocore’s factory in Germany and probably 
spent a total of two or three weeks with us. He had nothing to do because his 
gear worked faultlessly.”
Audio-Technica: “A bunch of people from Audio-Technica came over – we must 
have had half their engineering department. They were great. They made excellent 
RF police – they had one guy spending his time staring at a spectrum analyser and 
if he saw something, he’d raise the alarm.”
McCauley: “We used McCauley’s mid-sized line array [MLA3] as the flown system 
– 112 boxes as well as 24 flown subs. They’re great, and cost effective. I wish they 
had more of a presence in Australia.”
Merging Technologies: “Giles and Frank Hinton at ATT Controls were a great help 
in procuring the Pyramix systems. Frank also offered good assistance on the Lake 
front as well.”
Lake Technology: “I can’t forget Justin from Lake Technology and his support. 
Lake was the winner in my book.”

“This is early afternoon the day after the opening ceremony. 
They had 36 hours to undo what took three months to build.” 
(Left) “Within an hour of doors opening, this shows the choir 
stage and some of the flown loudspeaker clusters.”

“This shot is taken at around five hours before the start of the ceremony, 
the stuff on the FOP is all of the ground-based audio and lighting 
equipment. The net of wire ropes above are part of the cable system that 
was used to move parts of the set around.”



But Bjork was the opposite – a real pleasure.
The opening ceremony was largely pre-recorded and obviously it was a very visual show. Which 

meant the moments that relied heavily on the audio were very important – they needed to stand 
out. Those moments were principally the drumming sequence at the start of the show and the 
heartbeat effect.
CH: Why was the heartbeat so important?
SW: It was the big audio effect of the night. I remember reading about it in the original tender 
document – they wanted something that would make the whole stadium throb. There was a point 
during the rehearsals when I was in one of the control rooms right up in the back of the upper bowl 
– almost quite detached from the stadium itself. They were running that part of the show and it 
dropped into the heartbeat. It was quite remarkable. You could feel it through the building itself. I 
was standing in the control room with a couple 
of the creative people who had planned this 
effect. And it was also the day we’d installed the 
f lown McCauley subs into the roof… they added 
to the output of the EAW ground-based subs 
very nicely. And to have the creative people spin 
around and stare at me with this look on their 
faces as if to say, ‘yeah that’s what we’re talking about!’ – that was pretty satisfying. Too often, with 
moments like that, you’re reaching for a fader to pull it down, but to be encouraged to try and give 
them what they wanted even when the windows were shaking… well, that was pretty special.
CH: And the drumming sequence at the start of the ceremony?
SW: Musically, that was probably the best part of the show. When all the live drummers walked in, 
it was quite an amazing sensation on the night. None of the drummers were miked up (there were 
over 350 of them) but the time alignment worked a treat – acoustically and electroacoustically it 
was spot on. Compared to hearing just the recorded drums, hearing the live performance felt so 
much bigger in the stadium.
CH: And there must have been an enormous sense of relief when it was all over?
SW: Sure. And after the stadium had emptied, Jack Morton Public Events [the producers of the 
ceremonies] put on drinks for the entire production team. So we spent an hour popping champagne 
bottles. It was a good opportunity to sit back a bit and take in what had just occurred and share 

Scott Willsallen on how to win an Olympic tender
“As far as I’m concerned there’s only one way to write a tender document – it’s the way that takes two 
weeks, and usually ends up as a 70- or 80-page document. But anyone picking up that document will 
certainly understand what’s being offered and will feel confident that what’s been offered will be achieved. It 
doesn’t mean they’ll select it, but they’ll feel confident in what’s being offered. It’s the same way that I write 
specifications for installations; there’s rarely anything missed. I’m not saying that I’m particularly brilliant at 
writing tenders, but I am aware of the consequences of not being thorough. When you throw stuff into a 
packing case and take it to a gig you can’t forget something, because if you do, someone’s got to come back 
and get it. And if you do that three times, you look like an idiot. With an install it’s much the same. You’re just 
stepping through the gig in your head. If you forget anything you look like an idiot. So I’m fortunate to have 
had that thorough approach drilled into my head when I was younger… because it’s an attitude that tends 
to stay with you.”

Culture Shock
Taxi Drivers: “Taxi drivers? They’re the biggest criminals in Greece. Athens brought in a surcharge for the 
Olympics called The Olympics Tax. The concept was, if you’re wearing accreditation and you asked a cab to 
take you to an Olympic venue or an Olympic hotel they charged you three Euros extra! The funny thing was, 
if you were wearing accreditation, it didn’t matter where you were off to, they’d charge you extra. Even if you 
weren’t wearing accreditation but looked slightly foreign they charged extra. You could argue until you were 
blue in the face, but it didn’t matter. They could chat with you for the entire trip but as soon as the subject 
came up they suddenly didn’t speak the lingo.”
Greek Food: “Greek food is excellent but, man, you can only eat so much of it. You can start turning into 
Demis Roussos if you’re not careful.”
The Heat: “It was unbelievably hot. Heat like you’ve never felt it. A 33-degree day felt like a 40-degree day in 
Australia. So when it was 40 degrees over there, you can imagine… you almost catch fire. Did anything break 
because of the heat? No, nothing broke – very impressive. Some of the crew did, but the gear was fine. The 
only things that took a beating were people’s laptops.”

“we were competing with workmen 
cutting up steel with angle grinders”



the moment with all the people who helped make it 
happen. Of course, some of the team like Ian Cooper 
and Andrew Rodd were straight back into it the next 
day turning the stadium into an athletics venue…
Marathon Effort
CH: Did the opening ceremony ignite the city? Was 
there an amazing vibe?
SW: No, not even close. The good vibe in the city 
occurred when Greece won Euro 2004 – f lares 
were going off, people were climbing light poles in 
the middle of the street… it was crazy. Take a New 
Year’s Eve in Sydney, add maybe 1,200 litres of ouzo 
and a severe lack of sleep and you’re getting close to 
imagining what it was like – and, obviously, throw in 
Greek passion, which is something that’s unrivalled.
CH: What about the Australian contingent? Was there 
almost an athlete’s village vibe about where you were 
staying?
SW: I was sharing a townhouse-style place with Ian 
Baldwin (the project manager from Norwest) and Paul 
Barrett (project manager for the PA people who took 
care of comms). Our neighbours were Australians as 
well, so we could spend time together when we weren’t 
busy – which was pretty rare. But towards the end 
of the stay we hosted a BBQ and invited everybody 
from the production team, which was fantastic. I guess 
that was the first time that I could look around and 
think, ‘I know most of these people, most of them are 
Australian, and we’ve all been part of something pretty 
special here’.

Scott Willsallen owns and runs Performing Arts Technology. 
You can reach him on 0417 677 499 or 

scott@auditoria.com.au 

Aussie Honour Board

Chris Kennedy Audio Co-Producer
Scott Willsallen Audio Designer
Ian Baldwin Project Manager & Monitor Engineer
Andrew Rodd Logistics & Senior FOP Systems Engineer
Ian Cooper Senior Systems Engineer
Ian Shapcott FOH Engineer
Peter Twartz RF & Monitors Systems Engineer
Selena Cross Manager – IEM Distribution & FOP Crew.
Paul Hitchins Systems Engineer – Field IEM & RX Equipment
Adrian Riddle FOP Systems Engineer
Steve Caldwell FOP Systems Engineer & Maintenance 

Other Aussies spotted around the traps included Kevin Lacey (producer of the 
big screens at the ceremonies); Greg Bowman, Greg Roberts and Tony Koveous 
(at the Sailing for Athens Olympic Broadcasting), Rowan Smith (AOB’s rigger of 
microphones) and Al Craig (supervising a commentary system at the IBC for world 
feeds). There was also a bunch of Channel 7 audio guys working for the AOB at 
the Diving. Sorry to those we’ve not named.

“Perhaps the most spectacular part of the show. This piece of scenery and the mechanics that 
made it work represents the greatest technical achievement in the ceremonies.”


